MEGHALAYA STATE ELECTRICITY REGULATORY COMMISSION  
New Administrative Building, Left Wing, 1st Floor  
Lower Lachumierie: Shillong - 793001

PROCEEDINGS NO.MSERC/REG/2014/01 DATED 18.06.2020


Ref: MSERC Notification dated 15.09.2014.

1. Vide the Notification cited above, MSERC has notified the Meghalaya State Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions Multi-year Tariff) Regulations, 2014.

2. MSERC has also notified therein that the validity of these Regulations shall remain effective up to 31.03.2018 for the first control period. Thereafter second control period was also extended up to 31.03.2021. Commission further proposed to extend the same regulation for a third control period beginning 1.04.2021 to 31.03.2024.

3. In Pursuance of the above, and in exercise of powers vested on the MSERC, the applicability of these Regulations is hereby extended for a further period of 3 years with effect from 01.04.2021 to 31.03.2024.

4. Other terms and conditions of the Regulations shall remain unchanged.
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